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Abstract

The constraints experienced by water utilities in developing countries,
with regard to the universal provision of access to water and improved
water services, have been defined by international policymakers as "a crisis
of governance". This study departs from the theoretical perspectives on
governance and aspires to accumulate knowledge and advance understanding
on how the performance of water utilities can be enhanced.

The thesis comprises five papers and the cover essay. Four of the papers
address case studies and one is a theoretically based paper, while all five
papers are supported by reviews from the literature relevant to the topic of
each paper. The thesis uses insights from literature reviews mapping relevant
scientific theories and concepts in the areas of mainly governance, deliberative
policymaking and communicative planning, social capital, civil society and
institutional theoretical perspectives.

The study integrates different research methods and explores theoretical
perspectives on governance to examine the governance aspects of water utilities
in the transition phase from public to private management and operation.
The study investigates whether the  governance structure that involves the
private sector in the form of Public Private Partnership (PPP) of water utility
has produced "good governance" and enhanced water governance in two
cases, the Lema Water Company in Amman, Jordan and the Ghana Water
Company Limited (GWCL) in Accra, Ghana. The analysis highlights evidence of
governance deficiency. Accordingly, the thesis argues against the policy design
that assumes that simply transferring the management and operation of water
utility to private operators would resolve the problems of water utilities and
enhance water governance.

The analyses and the conclusions reached in the papers, together with
a review of the literature on New Institutional Economics theory that knits
together all the theories that are utilised in the papers, offer insights in the
understanding of aspects of water governance. The insights suggest that
policymakers need to better understand how institutions at different levels
impact the overall performance of a water utility. The performance of the water
utility cannot be detached from the wider institutional setting or reduced to
simply changing the operator.  What has been disregarded from the calculus
of international policymakers, the thesis mainly argues, is the institutional
perspective. The study concludes that actors’ performances are affected
primarily by their institutional settings. The constraints of water utilities to
provide a better performance and good governance processes reside in different
kinds of institutional settings

To address this, the thesis develops a generic institutional framework within
which water governance aspects can be assessed at different institutional levels,
from the higher level of politics to that of the individual level. According to this
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perspective, the study views governance process as "the interaction between
actors from the spheres of a society within specific sets of formal and informal
institutions in a social setting that produces certain political, economic and
social outcomes".  It defines good governance as "the legitimacy given by the
wider public to institutions in a social setting and the coherency of formal and
informal institutions to produce socially effective outcomes for the collective
public".

The developed generic institutional framework is used to more thoroughly
analyse the two cases integrated in the study. This approach to assessment of
water governance provides an explanation for why the water utilities were not
able to meet their performance goals and enriches our understanding of water
governance processes. It also modestly maps the main problematic institutional
areas that in each case constrained aspects of good water governance.

In practical terms, this thesis emphasises that policymakers have to map
and identify the institutional factors constraining the overall performance of
a water utility, at all levels. The thesis also urges policymakers to be cautious
regarding which formulated policies are seen as solutions. Policymakers should
restrain themselves from experimenting with policy when they are not sure that
certain outcomes are likely to be produced by adopting a particular policy. In
the long run, inappropriate policies may negatively affect local institutional
settings and are likely to undermine the capacity of local governance.
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